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For courses in English Composition.    The acclaimed rhetorical modes reader, with remarkably

detailed writing guidance Best-seller The Longman Reader includes its abundant and highly praised

pedagogy as well as a wealth of readings organized by patterns of development (an alternative

table of contents organizes them thematically). The opening chapters focus on reading critically and

the writing process. The subsequent chapters begin with detailed writing instruction, including an

annotated student paper and revision and peer review checklists, and end with professional essays.

These new and beloved professional essays range widely in subject matter and approach â€“ from

the humorous to the informative, from personal meditation to argument â€“ and capture

students&#39; interest while demonstrating specific patterns of development. The Longman Reader

shares the same readings and other core material with The Longman Writer.   Also available with

MyWritingLab â„¢ This title is also available with MyWritingLab â€“ an online homework, tutorial, and

assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within

its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a

personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult

concepts.  NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyWritingLab does not come

packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyWritingLab,

search for:0133969886 / 9780133969887Â  The Longman Reader Plus MyWritingLab with eText -

Access Card Package   Package consists of:   013386295X / 9780133862959 The Longman

Reader 0133944131 / 9780133944136Â  MyWritingLab with Pearson eText - Access Card

013394414X / 9780133944143Â  MyWritingLab with Pearson eText - Inside Star Sticker  

MyWritingLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
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John Langan has taught reading and writing at Atlantic Cape Community College near Atlantic City,

New Jersey, for more than twenty-five years. The author of a popular series of college textbooks on

both writing and reading, John enjoys the challenge of developing materials that teach skills in an

especially clear and lively way. Before teaching, he earned advanced degrees in writing at Rutgers

University and in reading at Rowan University. He also spent a year writing fiction that, he says, is

now at the back of a drawer waiting to be discovered and acclaimed posthumously. While in school,

he supported himself by working as a truck driver, a machinist, a battery assembler, a hospital

attendant, and an apple packer. John now lives with his wife, Judith Nadell, near Philadelphia. In

addition to his wife and Philly sports teams, his passions include reading and turning on nonreaders

to the pleasure and power of books. Through Townsend Press, his educational publishing company,

he has developed the nonprofit Townsend Library, a collection of more than a hundred new and

classic stories.

The Longman Reader is a very useful book for mastering the basics of English grammar rules and

getting used to college writing. I used this book for my first communications course in college and it

proved a very handy companion when I needed to write essays, for two reasons; firstly, the book

has a lot of concise guides on grammar rules and essay writing guides and secondly, it has real

annotated samples of different kinds of texts.I would recommend you buy this book if you're not

especially sound with your written English, as it can be a useful guide for any time you need to write

a structured document. Otherwise, I'd recommend you rent this book. The exception here is that

your college may require you to have an access code for the book, in which case you need to buy

the book to ensure you get the access code.

This book just arrived and I expected a beat up abused text because they noted the condition as

just GOOD. This book is in amazing beautiful clean almost pristine condition. Now, I want to get all

my books from these people. Now...to review the text book. Weeellllll, it's a textbook. Yuck.

BLAH...hard work ahead. I can't compare it to previous editions because I don't have them. It's

smaller in size which I really like. Smaller generally means less to carry weight wise and less space



consuming in my bag so that's good. Now there are a couple days of freedom before class starts so

we will see what goes with the bold then!!

I plan to return this book. I think it is nowhere near good condition. The corners of the front are gone

and it's bent up, as well as 30-50 pages back are worn a half inch on both corners.

The book literally had black mold spots on all pages of the book..

Great to have for school

Just got this for my english class. Very helpful

This "custom edition" should have been referenced as an abridged edition. It is NOT the full reader

and so is mostly useless for my son's class. I suppose I should have guessed that custom =

abridged, but since there is a "Brief" edition, I assumed that this just had Tulsa CC all over it. Since

this book is out of print, getting the right edition is crucial. Now my son is behind in his reading, I'm

out my money, and all because the information was not explicit. The info I needed was right on the

flyleaf!I'm sure this edition is useful for people who don't really care about having the full edition, but

it's not much good to me.

Very few of the readings needed for class found in the printed edition were in the kindle edition.

Unless your professor explicitly states that you can use the Brief edition DO NOT BUY!
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